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In this paper, we design a new heuristic for an important extension of the minimum
power multicasting problem in ad hoc wireless networks 20,21. Assuming that each
transmission takes a fixed amount of time, we impose constraints on the number
of hops allowed to reach the destination nodes in the multicasting application.
This setting would be applicable in time critical or real time applications, and the
relative importance of the nodes may be indicated by these delay bounds. We design
a filtered beam search procedure for solving this problem. The performance of our
algorithm is demonstrated on numerous test cases by benchmarking it against an
optimal algorithm in small problem instances, and against a modified version of the
well-known Broadcast Incremental Power (BIP) algorithm 20 for relatively large
problems.

1. Introduction

In this study, we consider the minimum power multicasting (MPM) problem
with delay bounds in ad hoc wireless networks. In this setting, a designated
source node sends the same information to a subset of the nodes of the
network (destination nodes) by possibly using the rest of the nodes as relay
nodes. In addition, for each destination node, we impose a delay bound
indicating the maximum number of nodes that the information goes through
before reaching that node.

Many new multimedia applications, e.g., video streaming and multi-
media conferencing, involve dynamic multiple participants, have stringent
end-to-end delay requirements and consume large amount of network re-
sources.

We select a set of nodes and their transmission powers (coverage). Each
node transmits at the same transmission rate. A node that receives a packet
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waits until the completion of the transmission, checks if the packet can be
decoded correctly, and then starts transmitting to its children if selected.
Thus, a slotted system architecture can be assumed with a slot length equal
to the transmission delay. The propagation delay is neglected. There are no
MAC layer collisions, since the same packet is transmitted throughout the
network. By using a short and known pilot tone before the transmission of a
packet, each receiving node can determine the channel parameters between
the transmitter and itself. This information is then used to remove the
negative effects of simultaneous transmissions of the same packet.

Unlike in wired networks, wireless multicast sessions may reach several
nodes with a single transmission. Assuming omnidirectional antennas, all
nodes that are within the maximum range of a node receive the same infor-
mation when the node transmits. The maximum range depends on the the
power level of the transmitting node and the channel dependent exponent.

Given a fixed network topology, a designated source node and a set of
destination nodes along with their delay bounds, our goal is to construct a
multicast tree where the sum of the power levels for all nodes is minimum.
This problem is NP-complete even without the delay bounds, e.g., see 4,3.
In this paper, we develop a heuristic algorithm based on filtered beam search
and report computational results. We benchmark our proposed algorithm
against the optimal solution for small problems and against a modified
version of the Broadcast Incremental Power (BIP) algorithm proposed in
20 for the broadcasting problem without delay bounds.

Numerous papers have been published on the broadcasting/multicasting
problem. Since all different versions of the problem are NP-complete 4,3,22,
in almost all these papers heuristic algorithms are proposed. These pa-
pers can be classified along several dimensions. First, different solution
approaches for broadcasting/multicasting are required in link-based wired
and node-based wireless networks 20. Second, some papers consider the
problem with delay bounds 14 while others do not incorporate any such
constraints 15. Among those that consider delay bounds, some use the
maximum number of relay nodes 6, and others use a function of the dis-
tance between the destination node and the source node in the tree 14 as
the maximum possible delay. Third, different objective functions are con-
sidered, such as minimizing the total power allocation 15, maximizing the
life time of the system 19 or minimizing the maximum power assigned to
the nodes of the network 6.

In the literature, different variations of the wired case have been consid-
ered with and without delay bound constraints. Typically, for such prob-
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lems, shortest path, minimum spanning tree, Steiner tree based algorithms
are proposed 14,15,1. Some of these algorithms can be implemented in a
distributed manner 2,7,8. A genetic algorithm is proposed in 18 whereas a
branch and cut algorithm is developed in 16. A polynomial time approxi-
mation scheme is presented in 22 for a restricted version of the problem.

The line of research that considers the wireless case is limited. Alternate
integer programming formulations are provided in 5 for finding the optimal
broadcast/multicast tree. In 13, the problem of minimizing the maximum
power is considered, and some special cases are solved optimally in polyno-
mial time. In 10, mixed integer programming models are presented as well
as valid inequalities to solve the problem exactly whereas in 9,17, various
heuristics are proposed. To the best of our knowledge, there is only one
published paper for wireless ad hoc networks with delay bounds 23 which
provides heuristic algorithms for a special case. A recent general review of
optimization issues in broadcasting and multicasting problems is provided
in 11.

We have several contributions in this paper. First, we extend the mul-
ticasting problem in ad hoc wireless networks to include delay bound con-
straints. Second, in Sect. 2 we provide substantial improvements to an
integer programming formulation that was given in 5. Third, we design a
scalable heuristic to solve our problem for practical network sizes. In par-
ticular, we apply a general heuristic framework to this multicasting problem
that was developed in the context of machine scheduling problems 12.

2. Problem Formulation

2.1. Terminology

We assume a fixed network topology with N nodes where V and D repre-
sent the set of all nodes and the set of destination nodes in the multicast
application, respectively. Without loss of generality, node 1 is the source
node, and it sends a message to all nodes in the set D ⊆ V . Each node
may receive the multicast message either directly from the source or over
a relay node that is retransmitting the message. Any node may transmit
the message at most once, and such nodes are called hop nodes, including
the source node. Note that several hop nodes may transmit simultaneously.
Leaf nodes receive the message, but do not retransmit it. The number of
hops from node 1 to node i is defined as the delay of node i. Our objective
is to construct a multicast tree with minimum total power consumption
such that no delay bound constraint is violated.
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The power required to transmit a message from node i to node j in the
network is proportional to dα

ij where dij is the Euclidean distance between
nodes i, j, and α is a constant that depends on the channel medium. In
general, α is assumed to be between 2 and 4. Note that the locations of the
nodes are fixed and known, and we let P be an N ×N matrix in which Pij

denotes the minimum transmission power required to reach node j from
node i.

A single transmission may reach several nodes in a wireless network, and
in order to construct a multicast tree with minimum power consumption, we
must keep track of all nodes that are covered by a single transmission m → n

from node m to node n. Note that the multicast tree is not necessarily a
spanning tree because some non-destination nodes may never be reached.
Following the terminology in 5, we define an N × N reward matrix R in
which the entry Rmn is a binary N−vector that specifies all nodes reached
by the transmission m → n. If Rmn(p), the pth element of Rmn, is equal
to 1, then we have dmp ≤ dmn, and the message sent from m to n does
also reach node p. Otherwise, we have Rmn(p) = 0. Note that the reward
matrix may not be symmetric, i.e., the vector Rmn is not necessarily equal
to the vector Rnm.

Let Xijk be a binary variable that assumes the value 1 if the kth trans-
mission in the multicast tree is i → j, and zero otherwise. These binary
variables are necessary to ensure the precedence relationships between the
wireless links in the multicast tree, and to incorporate the delay bound con-
straints. The entry li in the delay bound vector L = [l1, . . . , lN ]T denotes
the maximum number of hops allowed in order to reach node i from node
1. For i 6∈ D, li = ∞. Since each node may transmit at most once, a
node i ∈ D must receive the multicast message in at most N − 1 hops, and
we define kmax = min(N − 1, maxi(li)) as the maximum number of hops
allowed to reach all nodes in set D.

2.2. IP Formulation

One of our main contributions in this paper is improving an integer pro-
gramming (IP) formulation that was proposed in 5 for solving the minimum
power broadcasting/multicasting problem in the absence of delay bound
constraints. The IP formulation below is adapted from Formulation A in 5

by removing the redundant variables and constraints in that formulation as
explained later in this section, and by adding the delay bound constraints
(6). This formulation is used for benchmarking our heuristics against the
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optimal solution in small problem instances in Sect. 5.

min
N∑

i=1

N∑

j=1
j 6=i

kmax∑

k=1

PijXijk (1)

N∑

j=2

X1j1 = 1 (2)

N∑

i=1

N∑

j=1
j 6=i

Xij1 ≤ 1 (3)

N∑

j=1
j 6=i

Xijk −
k−1∑

p=1

N∑

m=1

N∑

n=1
n 6=m

Rmn(i)Xmnp ≤ 0 ∀i 6= 1, 2 ≤ k ≤ k
max

(4)

k−1∑

p=1

N∑

m=1

N∑

n=1
n6=m

Rmn(i)Xmnp +
N∑

m=1

N∑

n=1
n 6=m

Xmnk ≥ 1 ∀i ∈ D, 2 ≤ k ≤ k
max

(5)

li∑

p=1

N∑

m=1

N∑

n=1
n 6=m

Rmn(i)Xmnp ≥ 1 ∀i ∈ D (6)

Xijk ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j, i 6= j, ∀k (7)

The objective function (1) minimizes the total power consumption.
Only the source node transmits in the first hop as ensured by the con-
straints (2)-(3), and a node i ≥ 2 cannot transmit in hop k ≥ 2 unless it
has been reached by the first k − 1 transmissions by the constraints (4).
Constraints (5) ensure that there is at least one transmission in hop k ≥ 2
if there is at least one node i ∈ D that has not been reached by the first
k − 1 transmissions. A node i ∈ D must be reached after li transmissions
as enforced by the delay bound constraints (6). Note that a node i 6∈ D

may act as a relay node in this model.
In our preliminary computational experiments, we observed that our

formulation is able to solve significantly larger models than Formulation A
in 5 although we do not report detailed results here.

Theoretically, both our IP formulation and Formulation A in 5 include
O(N2) constraintsa and O(N3) variables assuming kmax is O(N). There-
fore, even our formulation does not scale well when the number of nodes in
the network increases, and heuristics are required for networks of practical
size. We propose an effective heuristic for the minimum power multicasting
problem with delay bounds in the next section.

aIn 5, the authors make an incorrect assertion that their formulation has O(N3) con-
straints.
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3. Filtered Beam Search

Filtered Beam Search (FBS) first proposed in 12 for machine scheduling
problems is essentially an approximate Branch and Bound (B&B) method.
It partially inherits the power of B&B to search the feasible space sys-
tematically while also limiting the computational time. An example of a
search tree for our multicasting problem with N = 7, filter width f = 4
and beam width b = 2 is presented in Fig. 1. The root node represents the
partial multicast tree with only the source node before any transmission,
and the nodes at level 1 represent the possible multicast trees after the
source transmits its information. In general, we find the multicast trees
after k transmissions at level k of the search tree. Some of these may be
infeasible, and the rest are either complete or partial. The key to FBS is
the two parameters filter width f and the beam width b. At each level of
the tree, we follow a two-stage process to determine which partial multicast
trees are likely to provide good solutions when they are completed. First,
all nodes corresponding to partial multicast trees are evaluated for their
quality by a local evaluation function (LEF) which is called filtering. The
best f nodes are considered for a thorough investigation by a global evalu-
ation function (GEF). Among these f nodes the best b are retained in the
search tree for beam construction and the rest of the partial multicast trees
are discarded permanently. Typically, GEF requires that we construct a
complete solution starting with the partial solution represented by the cur-
rent node. Thus, it provides a “global view” of the node. Unfortunately,
such a thorough analysis for all nodes at each level may be computationally
prohibitive for large problems. This is why we need the filtering process
based on a “local view”. Later in this section, we discuss the specific local
and global evaluation functions employed in this study. In Fig. 1, nodes 2
and 7 are pruned by LEF, and nodes 3 and 4 are pruned by GEF. Nodes
5 and 6 are retained for beam construction. At a node at level k of the

Nodes retained

Level 0

Level 2

Level 1

1

2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure 1. A filtered beam search tree with N = 7, f = 4 and b = 2.

search tree, we keep track of the following information: the current set of
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transmissions T k = {i0 → i1, i1 → i2, . . . , ik−1 → ik}, the set of covered
nodes Ck that have already received the information, the set of uncovered
nodes NCk = V \Ck, the set of nodes NAk that have already transmitted
once and are not allowed for another transmission, and the delay vector
Qk = [qk

1 , qk
2 , . . . , qk

N ] given the current set of transmissions T k. For a node
i ∈ Ck, qk

i is the actual delay and for a node i ∈ NCk, qk
i is a lower bound

on the delay of the node as we discuss later. We initialize T 0 = ∅, C0 = {1},
NC0 = V \ {1}, NA0 = ∅ and Q0 = [0,−1, . . . ,−1].

In order to pass from level k to k + 1 of the search tree, we consider all
transmissions ik → ik+1 for all partial multicast trees in the beam at level
k so that ik ∈ Ck \NAk and ik+1 ∈ NCk. Given a transmission ik → ik+1,
the delays are updated as:

q
k+1
p = q

k
p ∀p ∈ C

k
(8)

q
k+1
p = q

k
ik

+ 1 ∀p ∈ NC
k

and Rikik+1 (p) = 1 (9)

q
k+1
p = min

i∈Ck+1\NAk+1
q

k+1
ik

+ 1 ∀p ∈ NC
k+1

. (10)

The delays of the nodes that are covered by the first k transmissions are
not affected by the transmission ik → ik+1 as given in (8). The delays of
the nodes that are not covered by the first k transmissions and are covered
by ik → ik+1 are updated in (9). For the rest of nodes that are still not
covered after the transmission ik → ik+1 we can only specify lower bounds
on their potential delays. For any such node, the delay is at least one more
than the minimum delay of a node that is covered and has not transmitted
yet as given in (10). After the updates (8)-(10), if qk+1

p > lp for some node
p, then the transmission ik → ik+1 leads to an infeasible multicast tree, and
the corresponding node at level k of the search tree is fathomed. Otherwise,
given a partial multicast tree at level k and a feasible transmission ik →
ik+1, T k+1 = T k ∪ {ik → ik+1}, Ck+1 = Ck ∪ {p | Rikik+1(p) = 1},
NCk+1 = V \ Ck+1 and NAk+1 = NA ∪ {ik} is obtained at level k + 1 of
the search tree.

If a feasible transmission ik → ik+1 added to a partial multicast tree at
level k results in a complete multicast tree such that D ⊆ Ck+1, then this
multicast tree is saved as one of the solutions of FBS. The FBS algorithm
terminates when there are no more partial multicast trees to consider in
the search tree, and the complete multicast tree with the minimum total
power requirement is the solution found by FBS.

In this paper, we implement a slight variation of FBS, and we apply
the filtering procedure separately to each of the b nodes in the beam at
level k of the search tree. In other words, given a partial multicast tree
at level k, all possible feasible partial multicast trees at level k + 1 are
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evaluated according to LEF, and the best f are retained to be evaluated
by GEF. Therefore, when we move from level k to k + 1 of the search tree
we initially have at most b × f partial multicast trees at level k + 1 to
be evaluated by GEF. After the evaluation by GEF, only b of the partial
multicast trees at level k + 1 are kept for beam construction, and the rest
are discarded permanently. We also introduce a child width c for ensuring
the diversification of the search and restrict the number of children of any
node in the beam to at most c.

Suppose that we consider adding a feasible transmission i → j to a
partial multicast tree T k at level k, and we define a priority function Γk

ij

for this transmission as specified in (11). This priority function, for which
higher values are preferred, is our local evaluation function. In addition, in
order to evaluate i → j globally, starting with i → j we keep adding feasible
transmissions with the highest Γk

ij values to T k until we obtain a complete
multicast tree. The total power requirement of this complete multicast tree
is the global evaluation function for the transmission i → j. The function
Γk

ij is simple and fast to compute which is important because up to f × b
partial multicast trees must be evaluated globally at each level of the FBS
tree.

Γ
k
ij = π

α/2

(
| {p | Rij(p) = 1} \ Ck |

πd2
ij

)α/2

=
| {p | Rij(p) = 1} \ Ck |α/2

Pij

(11)

The term in parentheses is the density of the previously uncovered nodes
that are covered by the transmission i → j. The priority function does also
account for previously uncovered nodes that are not in the destination set
because these may act as relay nodes. Finally, observe that the power
consumption for reception and processing for nodes within the range of
i → j can easily be incorporated into (11) by adding these quantities into
the denominator of Γk

ij .

4. Modified BIP Algorithm with Delay Bound Constraints

The Broadcast Incremental Power (BIP) algorithm was introduced in 20,
and its improved performance against other proposed heuristics was demon-
strated computationally. Also, a Multicast Incremental Power (MIP) algo-
rithm was developed in 20 by removing the unnecessary transmissions in a
complete broadcast tree obtained by BIP. The BIP algorithm is a greedy
construction algorithm. At each iteration, it considers all possible trans-
missions from the set of covered nodes to the set of uncovered nodes. The
transmission with the minimum incremental cost is added to the partial
broadcast tree until all nodes are covered. Note that if a node i is already
transmitting to a node j, then its incremental power consumption to cover
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an additional node k is P
′
i = Pik − Pij . We modify the BIP algorithm to

incorporate delay bound constraints and compare its performance to that
of the filtered beam search in Sect. 5.

In the modified BIP (ModBIP) algorithm for our problem, the initial-
izations of the sets T , C, NC and the delay vector Q are identical to those
in FBS, i.e., T = ∅, C = {1}, NC = V \ {1} and Q = [q1, q2, . . . , qN ] =
[0,−1, . . . ,−1]. At each iteration, we consider all transmissions i → j so
that i ∈ C, j ∈ NC and qi + 1 ≤ lj , and the transmission i

′ → j
′

with
the minimum incremental cost is added to the multicast tree. We obtain
T = T ∪{i′ → j

′}, C = C∪{p | Ri′ j′ (p) = 1 and qi′ +1 ≤ lp}, NC = V \C.
The delays are updated as:

qp = min(qp, q
i
′ + 1) if R

i
′
j
′ (p) = 1 and p ∈ C (12)

qp = q
i
′ + 1 if R

i
′
j
′ (p) = 1, p ∈ NC and q

i
′ + 1 ≤ qp. (13)

We continue to iterate until all destination nodes are covered. In the final
complete multicast tree some transmissions may be redundant. Therefore,
a sweep operation 20 is applied to the final multicast tree to check whether
the transmission power of any node can be decreased without violating the
feasibility of the multicast tree. In particular, we sort the nodes in non-
increasing order of their transmission powers and apply a sweep operation
to each node starting at the head of the list. The sweep operation is applied
to the final solutions of both ModBIP and FBS.

5. Computational Results

The algorithms for FBS and ModBIP are implemented in C++, and the
IP formulation in Sect. 2.2 is solved by ILOG OPL Studio 3.7 and CPLEX

9.0. All computations are performed on an Intel Xeon 2.00 GHz PC with
1 GB of memory.

In all experiments, the nodes are distributed randomly in a 10×10 grid,
and the channel loss component α is equal to 4. In order to test to impact of
the tightness of the delay bounds, we generate uniformly distributed delays
U(1, dlog2 Ne) and U(1, N−1). Each node is selected as a destination node
with probability p = 0.5, 0.75 or 1 where p = 1 corresponds to broadcast-
ing instances. For each combination of parameters, 50 problem instances
are generated randomly for N = 10, 20, 30, 40, 50. For small problem
instances with N = 10 and N = 20, we compare the performances of FBS
and ModBIP against the optimal solution. For larger problems, the heuris-
tics are benchmarked against each other. After preliminary experiments,
the filter, beam and child widths in FBS are set to f = 0.3N , b = 0.2N

and c = 0.1N , respectively.
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In each cell of Table 1, the number in the first row is the number of
optimal solutions obtained, and the numbers in parentheses are the average
and maximum optimality gaps, respectively. We observe that as the number
of nodes increases, the performance of FBS improves relative to that of
ModBIP in terms of both the number of optimal solutions obtained and
average optimality gaps.

p = 0.5 p = 0.75
N li ∼ U(1, N − 1) li ∼ U(1, dlog2 Ne) N li ∼ U(1, N − 1) li ∼ U(1, dlog2 Ne)

ModBIP FBS ModBIP FBS ModBIP FBS ModBIP FBS

10
29

(0.28, 3.74)
30

(0.14, 1.67)
24

(0.45, 3.11)
36

(0.13, 1.41) 10
23

(0.33, 3.01)
30

(0.09, 1.52)
20

(0.44, 3.18)
41

(0.05, 0.89)

20
10

(1.02, 8.61)
18

(0.34, 3.84)
7

(0.67, 4.97)
38

(0.09, 1.19) 20
11

(0.80, 12.48)
27

(0.08, 0.76)
14

(0.31, 3.05)
34

(0.05, 0.77)
p = 1

N li ∼ U(1, N − 1) li ∼ U(1, dlog2 Ne)
ModBIP FBS ModBIP FBS

10
20

(0.17, 1.35)
37

(0.06, 1.19)
21

(0.32, 2.67)
45

(0.04, 0.72)

20
6

(0.64, 5.74)
26

(0.10, 1.38)
15

(0.10, 0.90)
39

(0.02, 0.63)

In each cell of Table 2, the number in the first row is the number of times
FBS(ModBIP) performs better than ModBIP(FBS), and the numbers in
parentheses are the average and maximum gaps with respect to the best
solution found by either heuristic, respectively. The results indicate that
FBS obtains significantly better solutions as the delay bounds get tighter
and the problem size increases. In addition, in both Tables 1 and 2 the
performance of ModBIP improves as p increases.

Tighter problems are solved by an order of magnitude faster by FBS and
ModBIP as the feasible space is reduced significantly for such problems. For
problem instances with N = 50, FBS requires less than 5 seconds on av-
erage. However, ModBIP requires an order of magnitude less computation
time than FBS in general.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we consider the minimum power multicasting problem in
ad hoc wireless networks with delay bound constraints. A combinatorial
search algorithm FBS is developed and benchmarked against a modified
version of a well-known heuristic developed originally for minimum power
broadcasting. Our initial computational results are promising for FBS.

The performance of our search algorithm depends critically on a local
priority rule, and we plan to devise more effective rules. In addition, power
consumption for reception and processing may be incorporated for a more
realistic model as we indicate in Sect. 3. Other important extensions in-
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p = 0.5 p = 0.75
N li ∼ U(1, N − 1) li ∼ U(1, dlog2 Ne) N li ∼ U(1, N − 1) li ∼ U(1, dlog2 Ne)

ModBIP FBS ModBIP FBS ModBIP FBS ModBIP FBS

10
14

(0.25, 3.74)
16

(0.12, 1.67)
7

(0.39, 3.11)
22

(0.08, 1.36) 10
9

(0.27, 3.01)
22

(0.05, 1.52)
3

(0.40, 3.18)
28

(0.01, 0.52)

20
15

(0.80, 7.27)
29

(0.19, 3.84)
1

(0.52, 4.97)
42

(0.01, 0.58) 20
9

(0.70, 11.36)
33

(0.03, 0.50)
2

(0.24, 1.93)
34

(0.01, 0.66)

30
14

(0.93, 6.32)
32

(0.16, 2.65)
2

(0.38, 4.34)
37

(0.01, 0.40) 30
12

(0.72, 5.42)
37

(0.06, 0.98)
3

(0.24, 4.10)
31

(0.01, 0.29)

40
12

(0.98, 10.93)
29

(0.09, 1.00)
3

(0.41, 4.85)
41

(0.01, 0.48) 40
8

(0.82, 8.26)
39

(0.05, 0.64)
1

(0.12, 0.76)
42

(0.00, 0.07)

50
7

(1.58, 16.88)
42

(0.04, 1.02)
2

(0.36, 4.45)
38

(0.01, 0.31) 50
7

(1.13, 7.34)
40

(0.05, 1.14)
1

(0.10, 0.75)
38

(0.00, 0.00)
p = 1

N li ∼ U(1, N − 1) li ∼ U(1, dlog2 Ne)
ModBIP FBS ModBIP FBS

10
6

(0.15, 1.35)
26

(0.04, 1.19)
1

(0.27, 2.67)
28

(0.00, 0.04)

20
2

(0.46, 3.36)
42

(0.01, 0.23)
4

(0.09, 0.85)
32

(0.01, 0.56)

30
5

(0.74, 6.94)
44

(0.01, 0.14)
1

(0.24, 2.21)
41

(0.01, 0.69)

40
6

(1.05, 6.68)
43

(0.04, 0.66)
4

(0.10, 0.88)
37

(0.02, 0.60)

50
4

(0.74, 10.53)
44

(0.03, 1.05)
2

(0.11, 0.74)
37

(0.00, 0.07)

clude designing a distributed algorithm and exploring the trade off between
transmission rates and delays.
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